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We have now almost run out of questions, so please submit more, if you have
any, to wespenreproductions@gmail.com for future Q&A videos.

QUESTION: Mediums believe they can commune with the dead. Do you believe
this is possible? If not, where do you believe they get their information from?

ANSWER: We can’t say that it’s impossible, but it requires the soul to still hover
around in the astral, before being recycled, which is quite rare. Tom Campbell
(check his channel) describes it best, we believe. We live in a simulation, and all
the memories and data we gather as individuals and as a soul group is stored
within the Matrix. If a medium asks for Uncle Bernie to appear, the medium gets
in touch with the data/memories of Uncle Bernie, which will appear exactly as if
it was him communicating. The System can even provide the best potentials
when it comes to what Uncle Bernie would think about the future, Presidential
Elections, or whatever it could be. The real Uncle Bernie is long gone and
recycled

again.

QUESTION: Do you believe in voting? Do we really have the power to choose
who wins an election- even non-presidential ones?
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ANSWER: No, we generally don’t believe in voting. It doesn’t matter whom we
vote for; the Elite controls all political parties. Although, in smaller elections, the
likelihood that all votes are counted and genuine candidates elected by their
populations is probable. However, the higher up in the hierarchy you go, the
less likely a genuine candidate, who truly represents his/her people, will find a
seat in office, in our opinion. Just look at the research that has been done
showing a clear and definite link, ancestrally, between ALL elected US
Presidents, to have this confirmed. How could this just be a random chance that
ALL presidents of the United States are of the same bloodline?
QUESTION: Is it possible that once this matrix is destroyed, it will restart itself
again, therefore making it an eternal control system that will always exist as long
as there’s willing participants?

ANSWER: It depends whether the AIF will still be in charge or not. If they are,
and the human soul group in general is still “asleep,” En.ki and his team of
scientists could easily re-terraform the Earth again—they’ve done that already
a few times. If the entire Matrix would be destroyed and the AIF would still have
free reign, they could rebuild that, too. Then, of course, if the Matrix was
destroyed by the Queen/the Orions, and the AIF were captured, that would be
the end of it.

QUESTION: Hi Wes/Ariel, I don’t understand the concepts of ARTICIFICAL SOUL
& TWIN FLAMES, could you explain to me about this in simple?
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ANSWER: We can’t answer this question as it is one we have ourselves. We really
aren’t sure what twin flames are so, at this time, we can’t make the connection
to either the artificial soul or the original divine soul.

QUESTION: My question to you comes from a very informative comment you
made Wes from Video 91: Q&A Session #2

In the quotation marks, I copied and pasted the comment you made about an
Energy Harvester (see below). When you referred to an energy harvester it
sounded a lot like what is termed in the Narcissist Abuse community as
"Narcissist Supply." Am I correct?

Quote: "Now translate that to someone who is an energy harvester. What would
be most lucrative--positive or negative emotions? Positive emotions would be
more potent, so that's what they want from us. Therefore, when we are positive
and upbeat, they traumatize us and steal the positive emotions. What happens
to us? We get depressed and apathetic (negative emotions) because we're
robbed of the positive ones. But they can't leave us like that because then
there's nothing more to harvest, so they start love-bombing us to get us in a
good mood again, and the cycle starts all over." End quote.

ANSWER: Yes, you are correct—as above, so below. The narcissists among us
are just dramatizing the mindset of the gods. As Carlos Castaneda said, “They
gave us their mind!” (artificial soul). However, remember that these leeches of
human soul energy also provoke the “negative” emotions, as well. It depends
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on the harvester (to use your term) as to what frequency of energy they are
trying to consume. Ultimately, they feed from both.

QUESTION: Did you rebuke suicide only for reasons of being an unpeaceful,
immoral (family & society) or fearful (low frequency) way to die? I wonder if
suicidal souls will be rejected by Orion or stopped by the AIF from exiting the
grid or recycled immediately without consent?!

ANSWER: Mainly, we would basically stop ourselves. We don’t know whether
suicide souls would be rejected by Orion or not, but first, we stop our soul
progress while living on Earth, in an environment where advanced souls can
gain a lot of useful experience, despite the hardships. Committing suicide
proves that the soul is much less mature to become a creator god in the KHAA.
Can such soul be relied upon as an effective creator god, if he/she gives up at
the end of a cycle? Second: as mentioned in earlier videos, it’s more often than
not a fear-based decision to commit suicide, which also indicates that the
person still has attachments to this world—“negative” attachments, which could
very well prevent the soul from exiting.

QUESTION: The Rig Veda one of the oldest existent texts was composed by the
cognitions of a small group of rishis or seers. 10 families of rishis account for
95% of the verses in the 10 books of the Rig Veda. Do you know anything about
these Rishis? Are they part of the AIF or are they benevolent beings?

ANSWER: This is a quote from the Wes Penre Papers (WPP), Level 5: “The Hindu
gods also had their scribes, of course, and in the Vedic texts they are called
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Rishis, and sometimes Sages, although we will make more of a distinction
between the two later on. For now, I will use both terms interchangeably.
Interestingly enough, it says in the Vedic texts that the Rishis were “fishlike
beings,” meaning they were aquatic in nature. Where have we heard that
before? We discussed the extraterrestrial aquatic tribe to quite some extent in
Level IV, as the reader may recall, originating from Sirius. If we go with the Vedic
version, I suggest that the scribes were actually extraterrestrials. It’s also easy to
see where they had their loyalty, as they are “regarded in the Vedas as the
patriarchs of the Vedic religion.”

QUESTION: You mentioned that Thoth is always reincarnating as a significant
figure in history. I'm wondering how you can be sure it is always Thoth? Also,
related to this, in terms of the AIF, is it a force just governed by Enki, Thoth and
Lucifer (a father and 2 sons). Are there no other significant players?

ANSWER: We don’t believe ALL significant figures in history is/was Thoth. What
seems to be the case, however, is that when major breakthroughs happened in
our past, whether they were technological or spiritual in nature, Thoth, on a
mission by En.ki, had a finger in it. He either incarnated himself and spread the
message, or his body was in stasis in the Halls of Amenti, and he appeared to
selected humans as an archangel or non-celestial being to assist this selected
person. Are there other significant players? Yes, there are nine gods mentioned
in the Emerald Tablets of Thoth, and they all have bodies in stasis in the Halls of
Amenti. We know of Ereshkigal and Isis. The other ones are unknown to us.

QUESTION: What is the true purpose of Sleep? Did humans sleep before the
AIF arrived?
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ANSWER: Sleep is rejuvenation, so we can regain energy in this Matrix. As above,
so below: Thoth, after each incarnation, returns to his body in stasis to
rejuvenate before he incarnates again. Thoth himself says he sometimes
rejuvenates for a thousand years. We don’t know if the Primordial human
needed to sleep or not.

QUESTION: Can you explain nano-bots in more detail? How big are they? What
are they made of? Do they affect our DNA? and who is doing this? And how
can they get them into the food supply (aside from what comes in through
Chem-trails)?

ANSWER: The nanobots are of nano-size, i.e. they are quantum size. They are
made with “quantum-technology,” given to human scientists by the Overlords,
so we can use them for THEIR purpose. Those of us, who don’t have access to
this technology, and are not highly educated in nano-technology, will not
understand the technology of the gods—this technology was given to the
brightest scientists in the world, who are smart enough to learn and understand
it. Yes, they affect our DNA—actually, they are meant to replace our DNA
entirely with artificial DNA, unrelated to the DNA of the Universe. Chemtrails are
a big part of it. From there, of course, they get into the food that is growing, as
well. But they also have the means to insert bots into medicine and food directly.
Again, that’s technology that goes way over the average human’s head.

QUESTION: You mentioned that there are other alien groups here on the
planet. You mentioned that they are not all in agreement with the AIF. Is there
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actually an "alliance" (an alien force for good) that is actually planning to bring
down the AIF (or at least its earthly minions) as mentioned by other YouTubers? I somehow find it hard to believe that, if there are good Alien forces
out there, they can have an impact. The AIF seems way too powerful and smart.

ANSWER: There are a few beings on the planet that are not from here, but they
are mainly here as observers—they don’t form any alliances to help breaking
down the System. They are very strict with not interfering with freewill or break
the rules of this Experiment. We don’t believe there are any alliances of “good”
beings here on this planet, “opposing” the Alien Invader Force (AIF).

QUESTION: Does this earth (simulated) will come to an End a.k.a reset?

ANSWER: We don’t see that it will be a reset, such as when someone “pushes a
button” type of reset, where everything starts from the beginning again. But yes,
if we look back in history, it goes in cycles, where civilizations rise and fall, and
then a similar pattern repeats itself. We would say that Thoth has been the
builder of civilizations, coming here to educate humankind when the AIF sees it
appropriate to build new civilizations. On the contrary, they are also the
destroyers of civilizations when it fits their Agenda.

QUESTION: Is Enki/Lucifer the main leader of AIF?

ANSWER: Yes and no. There are two MAIN factions of the AIF—one faction is
run by En.ki (the spiritual faction, which is also the civilization builder) and
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Marduk’s faction, which is all about negative and dictatorial control (including
the Singularity).

QUESTION: If En.ki is a master geneticist, so good as his mother the Queen of
the Stars, why he can't achieve so good results as her, can't create anything from
the scratch and only can degrade something existent?

ANSWER: Because at one point, he and the rest of the AIF were stripped off their
creator god abilities by the Orion Council, which put them in a position where
they can only create through us or copy and build on something that is already
created. Archons come to mind, doesn’t it?

QUESTION: I remember Michael Tsarion has talked about the matriarch and

patriarch, the reason we put women under us and men gets better treatment
rewards then women is because last world age or something that women was
on top controlling and ruling, and they treated men like dirt so that’s why this
time around we got ‘em back? What’s going on here, what do you think he
meant???
ANSWER: Although there are certainly destructive and oppressive women, and
have been throughout history, just like men, we don’t see Tsarion’s theory being
valid. Women have been suppressed because this is En.ki’s Universe, where he
is the MALE God. He doesn’t think very highly of females, and neither does
Marduk. The reason is because they have a horn on the side of the Mother
Goddess—the Queen. The real Universe (the KHAA) is feminine, while En.ki has
made his own 4% universe masculine and patriarchal. Tsarion’s suggestion
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seems like propaganda to strengthen the division and discord between males
and females.

QUESTION: Ever since my spiritual awakening journey, which happened around
2011, I have been seeing certain number sequences. The first one that stood
out was 11:11… There many interpretations online that made me give up on
trying to figure out what they specifically mean, but that doesn't mean I stopped
paying attention to them. Even when I don't really pay attention to them, they
just show up anywhere. I believe I am not the only one who has been having
this kind of experience. What is it really? Spiritual awakening trigger? A glitch in
the matrix? A number for activating some parts of the DNA? Angel numbers?
Sign of being a starseed? A sign that the universe is trying to communicate to
you?

ANSWER: From what we know, seeing numbers in sequence or repeated
numbers is your strengthening connection to the Universe. So, your last
question would be the correct answer. It can be seen as a sign to make you pay
attention at that moment. Whatever you were talking about or thinking about
immediately before or at that moment when you see these “signs” is important
in some way. It could just be nothing more than a confirmation that you are on
the right track with your thinking. The numbers themselves don’t represent
messages as much as you are noticing the pattern at a specific moment. THAT
is the message – “pay attention”. DNA activations and the term “starseed” are
deceptions of EVENT-type narratives and New Age (new religion) programming.

QUESTION: There has been a lot of people going to the other side/beyond the

veil and see the tunnel of light but i can't find any that have mentioned
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seeing the grid going to the light or coming back to earth when
'given a second chance'. some people are pulled or drawn to the light
and it sounds like they had no choice, which we know is a soul trap, (not
because they are religious, some are atheists). when 'our time comes',
what if we see no grid only the light, do we head towards the light and
fight to turn them down no matter how much they try to persuade us to
stay, then have to be reincarnated? also if we do turn them down to try
and find the grid would it just appear or could we be trapped like lost
souls in the between life area? i know we have to overcome fear on this
earth plain so we do not get duped into the reincarnation cycle, soul
traps or fear mongering they might do to us, i.e the illusion of being
sent to hell like some people have even thou they may not have believed
in it.

ANSWER: Those who’ve seen the tunnel of light were not outside the veil/Grid.
They were still inside the Matrix, in the astral plane. There are people who have
seen the Grid under these circumstances, but the most common thing is that
they’ve been drawn towards the light because that’s what “sticks out” and get
people’s attention. This tunnel also emanates a lot of love, which is harvested
from human souls, and it’s very attractive to the soul. Attention goes where
energy flows, as it were. Once a person enters the tunnel after death, they WILL
be recycled—they have no say about it. In a near death experience, however,
the person is still connected to the body via the silver cord, which some can
perceive, while others can’t. Therefore, if the Afterlife guardians think a soul
should return to their body, they can send them back. If the body is still
functioning enough to be “repaired” by the doctors, the soul is usually sent
back.
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QUESTION: I would imagine learning to practice astral projecting would help
when we leave this earth plain also overcoming fear are essential tools
to have. with regards to astral projecting is it possible to go to the
gates of the orion court to meet our orion brethren or truly find out
what it is really like once we leave the grid or is there an illusion,
simulation or soul traps in the astral realm preventing the truth to be
revealed to us?

ANSWER: Yes, we suspect that astral travel can help in learning to overcome our
fears. Once we are made aware of our true nature, we will have better clarity
about who we really are and the false illusion of this matrix. Once this clarity is
gained, in our opinion, it can help us have a better understanding of what our
priorities should be going forward. No, it would not be possible to travel beyond
this matrix, to the Orion court or elsewhere, during astral travel while we are still
attached to this physical body (with the silver cord) within the boundary of the
Grid. Yes, there can be many illusions in the astral realm. This is the reason why
the more we can learn about ourselves the better prepared we will be and the
less likely we will be manipulated by any false illusions or projections. Even when
the path to exit isn’t marked, we can still find it by knowing what to avoid.
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